Pastoral Care Assistance

Name: _________________________________________

Contact Number: _________________________________

(If you have a mobile, this number is very handy so that messages can be sent out when it is nearing your turn on the roster)

I can assist with:

Providing a home cooked meal   
Providing cakes/slices   
Providing transport eg. doctors appointments, children to/from school etc   
Shopping   
Cash donation to purchase chickens, salad gear, fruit, etc   
Helping out with housework   
Visiting   

Other Ways

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Please fill out this form and return as soon as possible to Sally Clarke (Infants Campus – 67 658569) or Andy Lockwood (Primary Campus – 67 657847). If you have any queries or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact either Sally or Andy.

Many thanks for considering this request. Your generosity is very much appreciated.